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Tempest has just been released and Jamie is enamored of the new card Verdant Force.

Shunning conventional deck building, as usual, Wakefield attempts to make a deck around the

card that will earn him a slot at the next Pro Tour. While being told by more traditional deck-

builders that his creation will never work, that it “isn’t even good enough for fun play” Jamie

struggles through hundreds of testing sessions, local tournaments and Pro Tour Qualifiers

striving to prove them wrong.

"Must-read, cannot-put-down history." (New York Times)"Superb." (Junot Diaz, author of This Is

How You Lose Her)"A powerful and well-told drama of Southern injustice." (The Chicago

Tribune)"Devil in the Grove is a compelling look at the case thatforged Thurgood Marshall's

perception of himself as a crusader for civil rights. . . . King's style [is] at once suspenseful and

historicallymeticulous" (Christian Science Monitor)"Recreates an important yet overlooked

moment in American history with a chilling, atmospheric narrative that reads more like a

Southern Gothicnovel than a work of history." (Salon)"A taut, intensely readable

narrative." (Boston Globe)"A thoroughgoing study of one of the most important civil-rights

casesargued by Thurgood Marshall in dismantling Jim Crow strictures. . . .Deeply researched

and superbly composed." (Kirkus Reviews (starred review) )"In the terrifying story of the

Groveland boys Gilbert King recreates an extraordinary moment in America's long, hard

struggle for racialjustice. Devil in the Grove is a harrowing, haunting, utterly mesmerizing

book." (Kevin Boyle, author of Arc of Justice: A Saga of Race, Civil Rights, and Murder in the

Jazz Age)From AudioFileFrom the Back CoverDevil in the Grove is the winner of the 2013

Pulitzer Prize for General Nonfiction.Arguably the most important American lawyer of the

twentieth century, Thurgood Marshall was on the verge of bringing the landmark suit Brown v.

Board of Education before the U.S. Supreme Court when he became embroiled in an explosive

and deadly case that threatened to change the course of the civil rights movement and cost

him his life.In 1949, Florida’s orange industry was booming, and citrus barons got rich on the

backs of cheap Jim Crow labor. To maintain order and profits, they turned to Willis V. McCall, a

violent sheriff who ruled Lake County with murderous resolve. When a white seventeen-year-

old Groveland girl cried rape, McCall was fast on the trail of four young blacks who dared to

envision a future for themselves beyond the citrus groves. By day’s end, the Ku Klux Klan had

rolled into town, burning the homes of blacks to the ground and chasing hundreds into the

swamps, hell-bent on lynching the young men who came to be known as “the Groveland

Boys.”And so began the chain of events that would bring Thurgood Marshall, the man known

as “Mr. Civil Rights,” into the deadly fray. Associates thought it was suicidal for him to wade into

the “Florida Terror” at a time when he was irreplaceable to the burgeoning civil rights

movement, but the lawyer would not shrink from the fight—not after the Klan had murdered

one of Marshall’s NAACP associates involved with the case and Marshall had endured

continual threats that he would be next.Drawing on a wealth of never-before-published

material, including the FBI’s unredacted Groveland case files, as well as unprecedented

access to the NAACP’s Legal Defense Fund files, King shines new light on this remarkable civil

rights crusader, setting his rich and driving narrative against the heroic backdrop of a case that

U.S. Supreme Court justice Robert Jackson decried as “one of the best examples of one of the

worst menaces to American justice.”--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of



this title.From the Inside FlapDevil in the Grove is the winner of the 2013 Pulitzer Prize for

General Nonfiction.Arguably the most important American lawyer of the twentieth century,

Thurgood Marshall was on the verge of bringing the landmark suit Brown v. Board of Education

before the U.S. Supreme Court when he became embroiled in an explosive and deadly case

that threatened to change the course of the civil rights movement and cost him his life.In 1949,

Florida's orange industry was booming, and citrus barons got rich on the backs of cheap Jim

Crow labor. To maintain order and profits, they turned to Willis V. McCall, a violent sheriff who

ruled Lake County with murderous resolve. When a white seventeen-year-old Groveland girl

cried rape, McCall was fast on the trail of four young blacks who dared to envision a future for

themselves beyond the citrus groves. By day's end, the Ku Klux Klan had rolled into town,

burning the homes of blacks to the ground and chasing hundreds into the swamps, hell-bent on

lynching the young men who came to be known as "the Groveland Boys."And so began the

chain of events that would bring Thurgood Marshall, the man known as "Mr. Civil Rights," into

the deadly fray. Associates thought it was suicidal for him to wade into the "Florida Terror" at a

time when he was irreplaceable to the burgeoning civil rights movement, but the lawyer would

not shrink from the fight--not after the Klan had murdered one of Marshall's NAACP associates

involved with the case and Marshall had endured continual threats that he would be

next.Drawing on a wealth of never-before-published material, including the FBI's unredacted

Groveland case files, as well as unprecedented access to the NAACP's Legal Defense Fund

files, King shines new light on this remarkable civil rights crusader, setting his rich and driving

narrative against the heroic backdrop of a case that U.S. Supreme Court justice Robert

Jackson decried as "one of the best examples of one of the worst menaces to American

justice."--San Francisco Chronicle --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About

the AuthorGilbert King has written about U.S. Supreme Court history for the New York Times

and the Washington Post, and is a featured contributor to Smithsonian magazine's history blog,

Past Imperfect. He is the author of The Execution of Willie Francis: Race, Murder, and the

Search for Justice in the American South. He lives in New York City with his wife and two

daughters.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Secret Force:Quest for the Pro Tour IIJamie C. Wakefield“I don’t know what to put in your deck.

I don’t understand any of it!”-Alan “eeyoo wan kenobi” WebsterHe looks at my mighty artifact

Kird Ape (Straw Golem) and says: "Wakefield, I continue to wonder how you win at all."-Keith

Kenyon“Wakefield, that deck isn’t even good enough for fun play.”-Eric TaylorOur tale begins in

1997. The tournament legal sets for Standard play (also known as Type II) were Fifth Edition,

Ice Age, Alliances, Mirage, Visions, Weatherlight, and Tempest.In the game of Magic: The

Gathering, people identify with a color, a play-style, a specific deck type, or just plain winning.

Some players like combo decks that do nothing for a while, then win on one big turn. Others

like control decks that decide the pace of the game and what cards you get to play, if any at all,

usually winning after forty minutes of frustration mixed with a healthy dose of boredom for their

opponent. Others like to throw bolts of lightning and fireballs at their opponent until they’re a

smoking pile of ash. Some just like to play the most popular deck of the moment and win.Me?

I’m a smasher.And Green is my color of choice.The trouble is, Green has been the whipping

boy of Magic since its inception, and as time drags on, it’s only gotten worse. At one convention

during a question and answer session with Wizards of the Coast research and development

team, one person boldly asked the question that was on everyone’s mind: Why does Green

suck so much?Green was actually so bad that one tournament organizer offered plane fare to

anyone who could win his Pro Tour Qualifier (PTQ) with a mono-Green deck.Then came

Tempest. And The Best Fatty Ever Printed. This set is the starting point for what will become

my greatest achievement in the world of Magic: The Gathering.I traded for four Verdant Force

the first day the set was available. I saw a lot of things I really liked in Tempest.(Take the

following thoughts on the set for the time period they originated. There weren’t any 6/6 flying

dragons for six mana with insane special abilities at this time.)Trained Armodon- Unless I am

mistaken, this is the first and only creature that is a 3/3 for three mana with no drawback. And

it’s Green. Thank God. They really are great.I really like the great defenders of the Forests

too.Heartwood Treefolk: The Forestwalk makes them great in a solid Green deck, to take out

those damn multi-colored decks that make use of all our really good spells. In the past, they

could just take advantage of the Forest and leave. The Treefolk makes them pay.“What are you

doing in the Forest? Begone!”“Set up a line of defense men, don’t let that monster into our

camp!”“Get out!”Smack. Take three.Spank. Take three more.Slap. And three more.“What is

wrong with you morons? Stop that thing from hitting me!!!”“Begone!”“We’re sorry sir, but, well,

he keeps slipping through!”“Get out!”A 3/4 with a special ability for four mana is really, really

good too. He got some good reactions when I sided him in at the last tournamentGiant Growth

seems to be really strong for some reason. Something about the environment has changed

that makes Giant Growths really strong right now.Verdant Force- Red seems to be everywhere,

and I’ll tell you, they absolutely hate this fat thing. Not only is it really tough for them to get rid

of, but the fat thing keeps pumping out little blockers like an Kjeldoran Outpost on speed. It’s

broken… if you can just get it into play. I saw am opponent concede three turns after Hilary

played one. Hilary had a 7/7 attacker, as well as six little weenies coming over to visit. I have to

admit, that was very cool.Scragnoth - “Summon Beast” is right about this guy. He’s not just

some neat little guy with a cool ability. I’ve used him to wreck Blue players. I mean, sure

Scraggy looks interesting on paper, but didn’t you just know he was going to suck once you

played him? Yeah, that’s what I thought too. But he doesn’t.Elven Warhounds – Have you ever

noticed how Green will get to the point where they have some good stuff played but are in a

creature stalemate? They can’t seem to draw a Giant Growth, or something really fat to break



that stalemate? I notice that a lot. My opponent and I keep drawing and I rapidly lose control of

the game because Green has very little control. If you have a Warhound on the board, you can

continue to attack to your heart’s content!“Woof! Woof! Woof! CHOMP!!! Bark! CHOMP!”“I

need time to think! You! Wildfire Emissary – block those damn dogs! Now, what can I summon

forth to get rid of those damn hounds??? Hmm, an Emissary. Good.”“Woof! Woof! Woof!

CHOMP! Bark! CHOMP!”“I need time to think! You! Wildfire emissary – block those damn

dogs!”“Now, what can I summon forth to get rid of those damn hounds? “Hmm, another

Emissary. Good. Wait…You look familiar somehow….”“Woof! Woof! Woof! CHOMP! Bark!

CHOMP!”“Hmm, this could be bad….”If they block, they‘re just going to suffer for it. If they

don’t, they keep taking two until they draw a solution. These guys are also cool in actual play,

but they should have cost three mana not four.Trumpeting Armodon - The new Tracker. Yup, I

said it, the new Tracker. I played one out on the third turn the other day. My opponent, playing

weenies, couldn’t play anything anymore. You can’t tap a creature when it’s got summoning

sickness.“Ummm, I cast a Guildmage?”“Tarroo! Tarroo! Tarroo!” (Which is elephant for “get the

hell out of the way or suffer the consequences!)Block me! Here I come! Stomp! Stomp! Stomp!

Oh. Umm, I cast, um, nothing.What? An Elf? Tarroo!An Ophidian? Tarroo!Waterspout? Giant

Growth! TARROO!Hell, at least it’s fun to play Green now.Thanks to another shift in the

environment, Creeping Mold is really strong now too. That’s because everyone is playing some

annoying artifact or enchantment, like, say, Propaganda. And if I see an opponent is a little light

on land? Creep your land! The card is never useless.Overrun: All my guys get Giant Growth

and Trample? You know how I was writing earlier about how Green needs ways to break a

creature stalemate? Meet the answer.Let me just conclude with: Tarroo! Tarroo! Tarroo!!!

Recruiting in LlanowarFellow mage Rodney is coming up for the weekend to participate in The

Games. He has divested himself of his apprentice, Mick, and will be spending three days with

The Lovely Mare and I.Local mage Keith “Ice” Kenyon and I have a wager. We will both be

handicapping ourselves mightily for The Games this week. Both of us will be playing as Forest

mages! Oh, the sheer idiocy! But, it shall be fun to see what we can do, and should make for a

good bard’s tale.On the first day of the week, I made the trip to Llanowar, to see the Elves

about joining me in my crusade. I was met by a burly sentry at the path to the woods, and after

many promises of glory for the elves, he let me speak to Eladamri, Lord of Leaves.He was

reluctant to release any of his warriors to me. Despite the fact that none of them would be hurt

in the contest this weekend, he was tired of his warriors returning to his kingdom, tired and low

on morale. He was thinking about closing off the Forest entirely for a few months to give his

Elves a much needed break.He had heard horrible rumors of the other regions finding scrolls

of incredible power and his elvish scouts had turned up nothing of similar power. He was

deathly afraid that his clan might disappear entirely from the games, shamed and weak, like

kittens. His elvish scouts had found a giant elephant that was afraid of mice and died just from

being on the same battlefield. They’d found a drunken old druid that hated people but seemed

to have an uncanny knack for finding Forests in the middle of a war. They had also found a way

to make his warriors larger, but the magical energy expended to summon the spell made it

worthless. The Elves had also perfected a taunt that makes a creature want to fight the Elves,

despite its leader’s wishes. It didn’t work very well, had no effect on the evil shadow creatures,

and usually just made the entire enemy army attack the poor creature that did the

taunting.Eladamri was mightily depressed. I was getting nowhere.“Eladamri, have you heard

about the professional games that took place on the far, far side of Llanowar, deep in the city of

the angels?”“Yes, I have heard. Only the best mages were allowed to attend these games. And

again, not a single Elf in the top eight. It was very disheartening.”“I was one such mage that



made the trip to the dwellings of the angels.” (Pro Tour Los Angeles)“You were?” Eladamri

brightened. “And how did you do?”I looked down and scuffed the dirt with my feet.Eladamri

scowled. Perhaps it won’t be so bad to have four of my warriors attend your local games.

Anyone that can attend the professional games can take four of my warriors, so long as you tell

me about your plan of attack.”“Well….”Eladamri leaned forward, hopeful now. “Yes? Yes?”“Well,

some other mage pointed out to me the effectiveness of Winter’s Grasp when combined with

Creeping…”“WHAT??!!! Land Destruction? How did you make it to the city of angels? I rescind

my offer – you may not have my Elves.” Eladamri turned his back on me and started to walk

away.“Wait… wait!” I shouted at Eladamri’s back.Eladamri stopped.“With the Elves you lend

me, I can cast a second turn land destruction spell. Remember Sinkhole? Second turn land

destruction is really good!”Eladamri had not turned to face me yet, but turned his head so I

could hear him. “But you can only have four Elves. That doesn’t seem like very good odds on

getting the play very often. And at the moment, I have no other Elves that can help you with

this. It seems rare that you would get second turn land destruction.”“There are spells that allow

me to get to three mana on turn two. Spells that are not so vulnerable to all the stinging mages

in the games these harsh days.”Eladamri sighed. “Yes, it is a harsh environment for my

soldiers. They rarely last long.”“Trust me, my liege. I have another way to get a second turn land

destruction, using long forgotten and dismissed lore.”Eladamri was intrigued, but did not press

it. “And you will be attempting to use the new beast with no intelligence for the hateful

Merfolk?”“I will be attempting to communicate with it shortly, sir.”Eladamri turned, shook my

hand, and said, “Good luck to you then. I don’t expect much, but please…I would consider it a

victory if you just made top eight.”“I’ll do my best sir. And by the way, can you point me towards

Uktabi?”Eladamri visibly shuddered. “I understand your need for them, but they are disgusting

little beasts! They can’t even stop fornicating long enough to acknowledge you! Horny little

monkeys! The last time I went to see the shaman…Forget it. I’d rather not tell you now that I

think about it.He pointed me in the direction of the monkeys. And much like him, I’d rather not

talk about it either. Suffice to say that I convinced them to help me by promising them that there

would be plenty of, um, playthings for them to um, “play” with and break.And I was off to see

the beast with no intelligence.Deep in the murk of the Forest I found him. Good! He was right

near something else I had to see. I assumed it was asleep but one eyes was open, peering

blankly past me.“Excuse me…”Not a stir. Not a sound. Not a change. The eyelid didn’t even

flutter.“Are you awake?”Nothing.“I was hoping to enlist your aid against the scroll fondlers? Still

nothing. I thought for sure that would bring it out of its slumber.Well, while I’m here, I might as

well get a better look. I walked around the monster.I noticed that its form was rising slightly but

steadily as it breathed. If it wasn’t for that, I would have assumed the beast dead. It just lay

there all tooth and claw. Its hide shimmered slightly, as if fluctuating between solid and

translucent. One great eye remained open. The other closed. Under its chin, I noticed the

secret to its power.Gills! No wonder it was so effective against the mermages. It could survive

in water as well as on land.“I know you hate the scroll fondlers, and I plan to do battle with

them at the end of this week, and was hoping I could enlist your aid. There will be much glory if

we can pull this off.”Nothing.“There will be many prizes for the winner.”Nothing.“There will be

much bloodshed on the imaginary plane.”Nope. Still nothing.It really was the beast with no

intelligence.I walked around it again, watching its hide undulate and shimmer in the sun. If it

wasn’t for the Black eyes, the sixteen inch long claws, the teeth the size of kitchen knives, the

fact that the beast had no lips, and horns surrounding it head it might be considered... No, it

wouldn’t. The Scragnoth would never be considered beautiful, not even by its mother.It was

going to be getting dark soon, and I still had one more place in the woods to stop. Damn it! I



really need this beasts help, but I can’t communicate with it!“Thanks for listening,” I said, and

turned to go. As I turned away, my foot caught on something, I lost my balance and I fell. Sitting

up and turning, I looked to see what I had fallen over. It was a bag. A leather bag that wasn’t

there a second ago. I opened it and pulled out the four scrolls of summoning the

beast.Fascinating.I turned to look at the beast, but its expression was unchanged, the eye still

half open, the other still closed.I walked deeper into the Forest.His crashing could be heard for

up to a half a mile before I got to him. There was a great disturbance in the Force.The power of

this Force was immense, and not to be slighted. Despite that fact, it had become a joke to

many mages, myself included. Despite the fact that trees were sailing by me as if lifted by a

hurricane, I was almost calm.The sight of him was impressive when I finally reached him. He

was nine feet tall, heavily muscled and had an oak the size of my cottage in his hands! And

was lifting it out of the ground by its roots! For some reason I wanted to laugh, not run in terror.

He reminded me of simpler, less frustrating, wonderful days.“Hello!” I criedHe stopped in his

rampage and set the tree down, gently. As if he was afraid I would bolt and run like a startled

fawn.“Don’t be afraid,” he said quietly, and reached out a massive hand to me. “Are you a mage

in the games?”I smiled, took his gigantic Green hand and stifled a laugh. “Yes. Yes, I am.”“Let

me fight for you! I will bring back the glory that once belonged to the Forest!”I stifled my

thought of “and when was that?” and instead simply responded “that’s what I’m here for.”He

spun from me and cried “Oh, thank Gaea!” and stretched his arms up to what was left of the

sunlight.He focused again on me. “Together we will bring back the glory that once belonged to

the Forest! I will smite your enemies! No matter how many they throw at me, I promise to keep

racing up the hill to strike the opposing mage. This I promise you as a Force of Nature!”His

booming voice ripped leaves off of trees, and I had to cover my ears for fear my eardrums

would burst. He was a sight to behold. I had approached him more on a lark than as an actual

strategy, but the more I looked at him, the more I thought it might just be all right. Caught in his

berserker rage, it was possible for him to become a liability. But he was uncontrollable against

the Blue mages, refusing to switch sides even to their most powerful enchantment, lashing out

at them with every turn. He was also fearsome against the stupid mountain war mages, hurling

fire and brimstone with the finesse of a monkey throwing its feces.Bah! We hate them almost

as much as the scroll fondlers. Idiots.“The contest will be on Sunday. Will you come when I

call?”“I shall!” he boomed, grinning ear to ear, his hands on his hips looking like a hulking nine-

foot-tall Peter Pan.I turned to leave, then wondered, turned and asked “What were you so

upset about when I came into your glade?”The Force of Nature deflated like a popped balloon,

slumped over and sighed. “No one ever comes to see me anymore.”I just about cried.Instead I

went over and put my arm around him and put my head on his arm. “You and I, buddy. Together

we will wreak much havoc on Sunday.”“You think so?” he asked.“I know so, buddy. I know so.”

And I gave him a pat and left.I wasn’t so sure that we would wreak havoc or not. We’d probably

get wrecked. But it sure would be nice to direct a Force of Nature in battle again.I took the path

back to civilization that would lead me past Jolreal.He smiled as he took my money, and

passed me four scrolls to summon four of his Centaur friends. He had that grinning look of a

man doing a booming business. His alliance with the centaurs had profited them both

handsomely. They were in high demand, and despite the fact that they were as common as

dirt, some people could never find enough of them. They were that good.It was well past dusk

now, and The Lovely Mare would be getting worried. I’d better be getting back home. But with it

dark, it was the perfect time to hit the cemetery by the corner of the woods and snatch the last

two members of my army.I found both of my intended soldiers under a rock.I was in luck with

the first one. A tiny Lhurgoyf was just burrowing his way into the soil above a grave when I



grabbed one of his little gray legs and pulled him out. He gnashed at me with his lopsided jaw,

but was too small to even cause a scratch. I held him firm, gazed deep into his tiny eyes, and

focused my will on his tiny brain. Then I plucked two tiny hairs from under his belly and glued

them to two different scrolls. Done and done. As the battle raged, and the imaginary graves

filled up around me, the Lhurgoyf would become a giant of a beast. Something else for the burn

mages to focus fire on.It took me awhile to collect the other soldier that I would add to my

army.I found the beetle almost immediately, but it took me twenty minutes to catch it! No

wonder it was considered untouchable! It evaded my hands as if it was made of lightning! It

shrugged off my spells of binding as if they didn’t exist! When I did get a hold of it, the thing

almost made me drop it again, delivering a savage bite with its huge pinchers. But I

persevered, and once again, gazed deep into its many faceted eyes and made contact with its

tiny brain.There! My army was complete!Dark now, I took the road back to reality.Rodney is

without his son Mick for the weekend. He drives up on Friday night, and hears about the bet

Keith and I have. Rod asks if he can get in on the bet if he plays “The Griffins.” Fine. You’re in.

We work on the Griffins and they’re surprisingly effective. Rod loves the griffins and even took

them to a PTQ once. Yup – it’s just what you think. Two Zuberi Golden Feather, 18 Griffins,

Wraths, Disenchants, Marble Diamonds, Honorable Passages, etc. You know – Griffins.Friday

night Rod and I practice until eleven, and then Mare and I go upstairs to bed. At 2:00 a.m. I

wake up in a pool of liquid.What the hell?I don’t feel that hot, but it feels like I’m lying in a pool

of sweat. I’m completely soaked! I am very confused. I dip my hand under the blankets and

take a sniff. It doesn’t smell like sweat.Oh my God! All that Mountain Dew and coffee I’ve been

drinking all my life is finally catching up with me! My kidneys have failed me and I’ve pissed

myself! Oh God, please no! I think wildly.“Mare, wake up!”“Wha…what? What’s going

on?”“Look at this, I’m covered in something!”“Get up.”So simple and yet so elegant. Get up. Of

course.There is a pool of liquid as long as my body that has soaked through the blankets. I

madly think – my bladder is not that big.“Great,” Mare says. “Our waterbed has a leak.”Oh.

Thank God!We head downstairs to kick Rod out of the spare bedroom and take over the

double bed. But there is no need because Rod is still awake and playing Micropose’s “Magic”

on the computer. Mare and I fall back asleep on a bed far less comfortable than the one we are

used to, but at least it’s dry. Rod is relegated to the couch when he eventually goes to sleep. At

7:00 a.m. I get up, open the door to the living room, and see Rod still hunched over the

computer, still playing Magic.We play physical Magic until four in the afternoon (no sleep for

Rod yet) and then head to the shop for the Type I tournament that starts at 5:30. Rodney is

playing Type I Griffins; (insane!) and I’m playing Black Fat.Middlebury is low on Type I cards,

with no one owning a Black Lotus and only a few people possess a Mox.My deck is based

around Dark Rituals, Mishra’s Workshop, discard and artifacts. It has Hypnotic Specters, Steel

Golems, Nevinyrral’s Disk, Juggernauts, Phyrexian War Beasts, a Sol Ring, a few creature

elimination spells and discard. Just look at all the cool stuff I can cast with a ritual or a

workshop.I love playing one land, and playing a Steel Golem. Then I play another land, and

play a Disk. Once, I played a Workshop, played a Sol Ring with the mana, tapped the Sol Ring,

and dropped a Disk. I find it very funny.I wreck people all night long, make the top eight with a

4-1 record, and then get perfect draws against my first opponent and advance to the top four.

I’m pretty damn happy about that since the deck was crap in playtesting and I thought it would

be me that got wrecked all day.Brendan Reginbald is with White Weenie, and smashes me in

two short ones. His deck is perfect for beating mine, he plays it well, and sideboards Sleight of

Hand for my Glooms and Dread of Nights. Brendan is a regular at the store, and is one of our

up and comers. I expect to be reporting on him in the top eight a lot more often.I get ten bucks



in store credit for a tied for third finish. Rodney and I head home at 11:00 and Rod sleeps the

sleep of the dead.Sunday finally comes.There is a blizzard in Vermont and the crew from

Burlington and the guys we’ve been getting from Rutland can’t make it. We do get a new crew

of very nice people from Ferrisburg. So, we get our usual twenty-six people. It’s odd. We almost

always get twenty-six. If we were to get everyone at once, we’d get fifty.I end up running this:4

Llanowar Elves3 Pincher beetles4 Jolreals Centaur4 Uktabi Orangutan+ `4 Scragnoth2

Lhurgoyf2 Force of Nature3 Fallow Earth4 Wild Growth4 Winter’s Grasp4 Creeping Mold2

Hurricane18 Forest4 WastelandThe Hurricanes were Overruns until right before we left for the

shop. I thought about it, and realized – I always draw an Overrun when I have no creatures on

the board, and my opponent is at three. And then I always think, “You know, if this was a

Hurricane, I win right now. But it is not, so I will lose.”Sideboard:4 Lifeforce3 Roots of Life4 Wall

of Roots4 Natural SpringLuck of the draw gives me Keith “Ice” Kenyon in the first round.I laugh

my ass off the first game when I play my Force of Nature but Keith fails to see the humor. My

Force of Nature lives up to his promise and wrecks Keith’s defense and hits Keith for some

trample damage as well. “Tarroo!” the Force of Nature bellows as he comes in like a truck.

“Tarroo! Tarroo!”Keith wisely blocks with everything but his ‘Goyf and I don’t see his plan until

it’s too late. I kill a bunch of his stuff, and in fact, I kill so much of his stuff, his ‘Goyf is now an

8/9.Hmm, that’s bad.I draw a Hurricane, don’t pay my upkeep on the Force, and Hurricane

Keith dead when he is at 3.Whew.In the second game, the deck performs like everyone playing

land destruction wishes. He draws nothing but colorless land which I destroy, one after

another.He shows me the Meekstones and Helm of Possessions he sided in to counteract my

fatties. Ugh, those are both perfect for beating me! Lucky draws and his unlucky draws get me

the win.Round Two I’m playing Gary with 5-Color Black.The first game, he casually kills

everything I put on the board and the land destruction has no effect whatsoever.I side in the

Lifeforces, which he Disenchants with aplomb, then Perishes the crap out of all my guys. The

Elves from Llanowar scream at me from the grave how they didn’t sign on for this and

Eladamri’s going to be pissed at me and blah, blah, blah. Shut up – you’re Green. You’re lucky

to be played at all.I have been wisely holding a ‘Goyf. Gary Edicts it when I play it. I play

another, he uses a Nekrataal on it.Scoop.Round three is Walter “Wrecking Ball” Ochs. Walter is

playing U/R. We are both land hosed early, but I recover faster. Then I start smashing his

measly amount of land and he concedes. In the second game, I get four Scragnoths on the

draw, and some Elves, Wild Growths and draw into some Forests. I cast a turn three Scragnoth

which he kills eventually. I play another. He struggles with this one as well, but eventually kills it

when he draws a second Lightning Bolt. I play another and he curses.Then I play

another.Summon Beast – It has no intelligence. Only counter intelligence. I was wrong.

Scraggy is very beautiful.Round four is against Gus from Ferrisburg. He’s playing a G/W Aluren

Overrun deck. He wrecks me the first game. I wreck him the second game with only two land,

and three Wild Growths on them. All the rest is business cards.In the third game, I look at my

very risky but powerful opening hand. Forest, Wild Growth, Winter’s Grasp, Fallow Earth,

Fallow Earth, Winter’s Grasp, Winter’s Grasp. I announce to Gus that if I get a land on my draw,

I will win. If I do not, I will lose.I draw my second land on turn four. By then, it’s too late. He has

Elves and Rootwallas on the board pounding me. Land destruction does nothing about that. It

is my own fault. I should have left in the Walls and the Natural Spring. But I took them out after

the second game because I thought-hey, I only need to deny him one color! But, that was

dumb because he has the Elves that provide two colors.Doh!Oh well 2-2 – last round is do or

die.Rod is 2-2 as well.With the Griffins! WOO HOO!!I face off against a Black deck. A mono

Black deck, thank God.He wrecks me first game, as Black is wont to do to Green, then I get



Lifeforce turn two, Roots of Life turn three in the second. Then I get the same draws in the third

game.Game. Set. Match.I slip into the top eight as the eighth seed. Out of ten mono Green

decks in the field, I am the only one to make the top eight. This isn’t a statement on my play-

skill, but on the state of Green right now. I will admit that I am learning a lot how to win with

Green though. I may just keep at this.Rodney also wins but is in tenth place, losing out on the

top eight on tie breakers. A 3-2 record with The Griffins is very cool though.First round of the

top eight is against the mighty Gary, the 5-Color Black player who wrecked me earlier with

such ease.Game one – He kills everything I put on the board.Game two – Perish all your guys,

Disenchant your Lifeforce, Perish again. Oh well, it was still a great day.A Day with “The

Hammer”The rain continues to pour on my windshield. Rodney is saying he is sorry for the

seventh time, and his young son Mick is doing his best to contain his boundless energy in the

cramped quarters of my back seat.“I never should have told you to get off before the airport!

What was I thinking? I remember when we came down before, that it was the exit right before

the airport, but that time we were coming from the south, not the north! Damn! Stupid! Stupid!

Stupid!”“Rodney, relax. We still have a half an hour before the tourney starts. We’ll get back on

track soon.”Mick pipes up from the backseat. “Dad! You told me real men don’t ask directions,

they just drive around the city until they find what they are looking for!”“That’s right, Mick.

Hilary’s kicked out of the club because he stopped and asked directions the last time we came

down here.”“Then why aren’t we driving around the city? We need to get off the interstate and

get to the city and get to Hammer’s!”“Mick,” I try to explain, “we have to get to the right city

before we can start driving around and looking for it. You don’t go looking for Comics and

Collectibles in Burlington, you start in Middlebury. We’re not even off the right exit yet.”“Oh”Mick

bounces around the back seat like Tigger on speed. He’s been remarkably calm for the three

hour ride, but he’s just about reached his limit.The evidence of our long trip is strewn about my

little Toyota Paseo. Between Rod and I, resting on the emergency brake, is a 20 ounce Coke, a

Sobe Black tea, Snyder’s honey mustard and onion sourdough pretzels (half full or half empty,

depending) a Tempest starter, and a half read InQuest. On Rodney’s side of the car is his

knapsack, his binder full of trade cards, and three maps, none of which have anything to do

with the state we are in.
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Steve, “Old School Stories From a Magic Legend. Here's something that I've learned over the

last fifteen or so years of reading Magic articles: if Jamie Wakefield writes something, it's worth

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/rZYgP/Secret-Force-Quest-for-the-Pro-Tour-II-Jamie-Wakefield


your time to read it. Jamie is one of the original storytellers of Magic, and this book (along with

his first book: 

  

The Quest For The Pro Tour (Volume 2)

  

  

) collects many of his early tales of strategy, training, triumph, and heartbreak as he tries his

best to dominate the game.Quest for the Pro Tour II chronicles the time of Jamie's life that he is

most famous for. It starts out with a quick review of some Tempest cards and then moves into

the early stages of Secret Force, Jamie's signature deck. We hear about the initial deck idea

and design, and Jamie's desire and determination to use this creation to qualify for the Pro

Tour. The rest of the book is a mix of tournament reports, testing feedback, tweaks to the deck,

and stories about Jamie and his friends having fun living the gaming life. The complete and

total embrace of the gamer lifestyle reminds me a bit of my younger days, when friends and I

would regularly engage in marathon gaming binges - which I sometimes look back on with

fondness. Quest for the Pro Tour II is a great vehicle for that type of nostalgia, if that's your kind

of thing.While, as mentioned above, this book contains a very wide variety of articles - Jamie

Wakefield is a master of the tournament report, and those entries are the high points of 'Secret

Force'. He really brings the reader with him through the tournament experience, so much so

that at times I'm pretty sure I want to topdeck a Natural Order just as badly as he does. These

reports don't always end in glory and success, but they are always entertaining and usually

end with a few solid lessons. In many ways I think that last sentence I typed is the perfect

summary of Secret Force: Quest for the Pro Tour II.One last thing worth noting is that if you're

a newer player, this book will probably mention a bunch of specific cards and decks that you're

not familiar with. Expect to spend some time looking up older cards in order to truly follow

along. This isn't really a serious negative, but I thought it was worth noting - keep a laptop or

smartphone by your side, and you should be all set.”

theEMP, “Some Good!. Fun read, I just read this one after reading 

  

The Quest For The Pro Tour

  

  



    . This one reads similar to 

  

Michael J. Flores Deckade: 10 Years of Magic: The Gathering Strategy and Commentary

  

  

. The use of "some good" and "some bad" jumped out at me. If you enjoy reading about old

school magic and tournament reports this will be right up your alley.”

Gregory A. Green, “Jamie Wakefield is one of my favorite storytellers. I was a huge fan of

his .... Jamie Wakefield is one of my favorite storytellers. I was a huge fan of his work when it

was first published online in the late nineties, but I only recently learned about this second

volume of his tournament reports. I inhaled it in a day. He has a great personality, and reading

the book feels like reading old letters from a friend. The book also does a superb job of

sketching the tournament scene back then, and evoking a feeling of nostalgia for the last years

before the internet became a dominant part of everyone's daily life. I also love the brief chapter

where he imagines himself as a planeswalker recruiting all his beloved green fatties from an

out-of-the-loop elf, a silent beast, an over-confidant giant, and so on. (People who didn't play

back then might not get the jokes unless you look up a lot of cards, but he's riffing on how awful

Green was in the game's first ten years.) I don't imagine non-Magic players would want to read

this, but I'd recommend it anyone who both loves Magic and good writing.”

The book by Gilbert King has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 6 people have provided feedback.
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